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Abstract

level is provided by batteries and thus it is finite. Every
message sent and every computation performed drains

This paper discusses several distributed power
aware routing protocols in wireless ad-h oc networks
( e specially sensor networks). We seek to optimize the
lifetime of the network. We have developed three dis
tributed power-aware algo rithms and analyzed their ef
ficiency in terms of the number of message broadcasts
and the overall network lifetime modeled as the time
to the first message that can not be sent. These are:
(1) a distributed min Power algorithm (modeled on a
distributed version of Dijkstra's algorithm), (2) a dis
tributed max-min algorithm, and (3) the distributed ver
sion of our the centralized online max-min zPmin al
g or ithm presented in [12J. The first two algorithms are
used to define the third, although they are very inter
esting and useful on their own for applications where
the optimization criterion is the mini mu m power, re
s pe ctively the maximum residual power. The distributed
max-min zPmin algorithm optimizes the overall life 
time of the network by avoid ing nodes of low power,
while not using too much total power.

the battery.
Several metrics can be used to optimize power
routing for

a

sequence of messages.

Minimizing the

energy consumed for each message is an obvious so
lution. that locally optimizes the power consumption.
Other useful metrics include minimizing the variance
in power across computers, minimizing the ratio of
cost/packet, and minimizing the maximum node cost.

A drawback of these metrics is that they focus on in
dividual nodes in the system instead of the system as a
whole. Therefore, routing messages according to them
might quickly lead to a system in which nodes have
high residual power but the system is not connected be
cause some critical nodes have been depleted of power.
We argue that it is advantageous to use a global metric
by maximizing the lifetime of the network. This can
be modeled as the time to the earliest point at which a
message cannot be sent. We can show that for a net
work that optimizes the residual power of the system,
the failure of the first node is equivalent to network par
titioning. Our metric is very useful for ad-hoc networks
where each message is important and the networks are

1

Introduction

sparsely deployed.
We assume that the power levels of all the nodes

The proliferation of low-power analog and digital

electronics has created huge opportunities for the field

of wireless computing.

It is now possible to deploy hun

in the system are known and the message sequence is
unknown. We also know the topology of the network
(we have developed an algorithm for discovering this,

1 messages for a network with n

dreds of devices of low computation, communication

topology that uses

and battery power.

nodes.) If a host needs power

They can create ad hoc networks

and be used as distributed sensors to monitor large geo

n -

e

to transmit a message to

another host which is distance d away, the power con

graphical areas, as communication enables for field op

sumption for sending this message is

erations, or as grids of computation. Thesc applications

where

require great care in the utilization of power. The power

system (typically

k

and

c

e =

kdc + a, [7]

are constants for the specific wireless

2 �
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energy. Thus, we can model this problem as a weighted

edge of the power level of each node in the system.

graph, where vertices correspond to hosts and weighted

These are unrealistic assumptions for field applications,

edges correspond to communication costs. We seek to

for example involving sensor networks, where the com

find the best way to route each message as it arrives, so

putation is distributed and information localized. Our

as the maximize the lifetime of the network.

distributed version of the

This problem is different from the maximal network
flow problem although there are similarities. The clas
sical network flow problem constrains the capacity of
the cdgcs instead of limiting the capacity of the nodes.

If

the capacity of a node does not depend on the dis

tances to neighboring nodes, our problem can also be
reduced to maximal network flow. The maximal num
ber of messages sustained by a network from the source
nodes to the sink nodes can be formulated as linear pro
gramming.

In

[12]

we prove that no online algorithm for power

aware message routing has a constant competitive ratio
in terms of the lifetime of the network or the number
of messages sent. Guided by this theoretical result, we
develop, analyze, and implement an approximation al
gorithm we call

max-min

zPmin and show that in

practice this algorithm has a very good competitive ra
tio

[121.

Our algorithm optimizes two criteria:

(1) com

puting a path with minimal power consumption Pmin;
and

(2)

computing a path that maximizes the minimal

residual power in the network. Neither criterion alone
is sufficient for a good practical solution. There is a

max-min

zpmin algorithm

has the flavor of the distributed Bellman-Ford algo
rithm.

The protocol requires

n2

message broadcasts

to find all the max-min zPmin paths from each sensor
to the 'base station. In order to reduce communication,
we add a waiting time prior to each broadca�t. In this
method, some of the messages that travel along sub
optimal paths are suppressed. Only the messages that
travel along the best paths end up being broadcast. The
number of message broadcasts required to find the best
paths to the base station for all the nodes are reduced to

n.
The running time of our distributed algorithm can be
improved in several ways by using approximations. We
present the thcoretic analysis that leads to these algo
rithms and experimental simulation results.
The structure of the paper is as follows.

We first

present how to use the waiting time to reduce the mes
sage broadcasts in minimal power consumption routing
protocol and max-min routing protocol in section 2 and

3.

Then we describe the distributed

path algorithm in section 4 and

S.

max-min zPmin
6 concludes

Section

the paper.

tradeoff between minimizing the total power consump
tion (which may drain critical nodes) and maximizing
the minimal residual power of the network (which may
use too much total power). This tradeoff is measured

by parameter z which can be computed adaptively as
described in [12].
The

min

message

paths

computed

by

the

max

zPmin algorithm avoid the nodes with low resid

ual power while choosing a low power consumption
path.

The algorithm discards all the routes that have

high power consumption (greater than z times of the
minimal power consumption to the base), and finds the
route with the maximal minimum residual power in the
remaining graph. This algorithm is centralized in the
sense that every node must know the remaining powers
of all nodes and the power consumption to transmit a
packet along any two nodes in the network. We have
shown empirically that this algorithm has good perfor
mance.
The algorithm

max-min

zPmin has the great ad

2

Related Work
We are inspired by exciting recent results in ad-hoc

networks and in sensor networks.
search on ad-hoc network routing

Most previous re

[10, IS, 11]

focused

on the protocol design and performance evaluation in
terms, pf the message overhead and loss rate. This pre
vious work focused on how to find the correct route ef
ficiently, but did not consider optimizing power while
sending messages.

[16]

Singh et a1.

proposed power-aware routing

and discussed different metries in power-aware rout
ing. Some of the ideas in this paper are extensions of
what that paper proposed. Minimal energy consump
tion was used in

[14].

Stojmenovie and Lin proposed

the first localized power-aware algorithm in their pa
per series

[17].

Their algorithm is novel in combining

the power and cost into one metric and running only
based on the local information.

Chang and Tassiulas

vantage of not relying on the message sequence but the

[2] also used the combined metric to direct the routing.

disadvantage of being centralized and requiring knowl-

Their algorithm is proposed to maximize the lifetime

0-7695-1874-5/03 $17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE
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of a network whcn the message rate is known. Their

main idc a namely to avoid using low power nodes and
choose the short path at the beginning, has inspired the
approach described in this paper. We also use the same
formula to describe the residual power fraction. The
work presented in this paper is different from these pre
vious results in that we develop online, hierarchical,
and scalable algorithms that do not rely on knowing the
message rate and optimize the lifetime of the network.
Energy efficient MAC layer protocols can be found in
[5,4,22]. Wu et al.[19] proposed the power-aware ap
proach in domi natin g set based routing. Their idea is
to use rules based on energy level to prolong the life
time of a node in the refining process of reducing the
the number of nodes in the dominating set
,

Another branch of the related work concerns op
timizing power consumption during idle time rather
than during the time of communicating messages [21,
3].Their protocols put some nodes in the network into
sleep mode to conserve energy, while at the same time
maintain the connectivity of the network to ensure com
munication. In a related work [19, 20], Wu and Stoj
menovic give an elegant solution by using connecting
dominating sets, which generalize the idea of main
taining a connected network while keeping most of the
nodes in sleeping mode. This work is complementary to
the results of the idle time power conservation optimiz
ing methods. Combined, efficient ways for dealing with
idle lime and with communication can lead to powerful
power management solutions.

Work on reducing the commun i cati on overhead in
broadcasting task [18] bears similarity with our ap
proach to rcducing the message broadcasting in rout
ing application. In Stojmenovic ct al s paper, a node
will rebroadcast a message only if there are neighbors
who are not covered by the previous broadcasts. In con
trast, our distributed algorithms eliminate the message
broadcasts that are useless by discerning them with the
message delay. As a result, in some algorithms we pro
posed, we can get a constant message broadcasts for
each node.
.'

Related results in sensor networks include [13, 9, 6,
8]. The high-level vision of wireless sensor networks
was introduced in [13, 1]. Achieving energy-efficient
communication is an important issue in sensor network
design. Using directed diffusion for sensor coordina
lio n is described in [9, 6]. In [8] a low-energy adap
live protocol that uses data fusion is proposed for sen
sor networks. Our approach is different from the previ-

ous work in that we consider message routing in sensor
networks and our solution does not require to know or
aggregate the data transmitted.

3

Power Consumption Model

Power consumption in ad-hoc networks can be di
vided into two parts: (1) th e idle mode and (2) the
transmitireceive mode. The nodes in the network are
either in idle mode or in transmitireceive mode at all
time. The idle mode corresponds to a baseline power
consumption. We instead focus on studying and opti
mizing the transmitireceive mode. When a message is
routed through the system, all the nodes with the excep
tion of the source and destination receives a message
and then immediately relay it. Because of this, we can
view the power consumption at each node as an aggre
gate between transit and receive powers which we will
model as one paramcter as described below.
More specifically, we assume an ad-hoc network that
can be represented by a weighted graph G(V, E). The
vertices of the graph correspond to computers in the
network. They have weights that correspond to the
computer's power level. The edges in the graph corre
spond to pairs of computers that are in communication
range. Each weight between nodes is the power cost of
sending a unit messagel between the two nodes.
Suppose a host needs power e to transmit a message
to another host who is d distance away. We use the
model of [7,8] to compute the power consumption for
sending this message:
e =

kdc +

a,

where k, c and a are constants for the specific wireless
system (usually 2 :::; c :::; 4). We focus on networks
where power is a finite resource. Only a finite num
ber of messages can be transmitted between any two
hosts. The algorithms proposed in this paper below use
this formula to characterize the power consumption of
sending'a message.

4

Distributed Power-aware Routing with

max-min zPmin
In this section we introduce three new algorithms:
a distributed minimal power algorithm, a distributed
I Without loss of generality, we assume that all the messages are
unit messages. Longer messages can be expressed as sequences of
unit messages
.

0-7695-1874-5/03 $17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE
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max-min power algorithm, and the distributed

ZPmin power-aware algorithm.

max

-
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Algorithm 1 Minimal Power Path. The input consists

The first two

of a network system in which each node can deter

algorithms are used to define the third, although they

mine its location and its power level. The output is the

min

are very interesting and useful on their own for applica

minimal-power routing table at each node (with respect

tions where the optimization criterion is the minimum

to co mmunicating to the base.) The algorithm uses the

power, respectively the maximum residual power.

foll owing parameters: 'fJ is the unit power for transform

4.1

power consumption of the optimal path found so far

ing the power level into waiting time; PAis the total

A Distributed Minimal Power Algorithm

We can develop a distributed ve rsion of Dij kstra ' s al
gorithm that is guaranteed to be a minimal-power rout
ing path algorithm by gi ving messages variable prop
agation delays.

e(A, B):

the power consump

tion of sending one message from

A to B directly; tB:

from A to the base node;

the earliest time for B t o broadcast the routing message.

1: Handshaking among neighbors; each node broadcasts its id, its position, and its current power level

The idea is to have messages travel

ing along sho rt pa ths move faster than messages trav

2:

eli ng along long path s . Thus, messages traveling along

3:

shorter paths will arrive faster than messages traveling

4:

along longer paths-that is, the algo rithm will select

the shortest paths.

In this case, the Dijkstra distance

corresponds to power-consumption.
We can implement this idea by augmenting each
message with a record of how far it traveled from the

base to the current node.

This information is repre

sented by a variable attached to the message that mea
sures the cost (distance representing power consump

PB

= 00,

tB

= 00

if T am base station then
initiate the message broadcasting

5: else if I
6:

am

not base and my id is

Receive message

(A, PA);

B then

get the sender id

A

and PA from the message

7:

PB = min(PA + e(A,B),PB) and
min(tB,'fJPB)
till tB, broadcast the message (B,PB) to

Compute

tB
8:

=

Wait

its neighbors, and stop

9: end if

tion). Algorithm I is the resulting minimal power path

al gorithm , which represents a distributed version of Di
jkstra's a l go rithm .
Wc continue this section by arguing that Algorithm I
produccs the minimal power-consumption path for each
nodc. Furthcrmore, the running time of the algorithm is
proportional to thc longest shortest distance from the

base node to any node.

We fi rst examine a special case-when messages are
time-sorted in the fo llowin g sense. Suppose two mes
sages carrying "distance" values

VI

and

V2 arri ve

at the

same node at time tl and t2' If for any two messages
with

VI

< V2, we have tl < t2, the messages are time

sorted. Let

n be

the number of nodes in the network.

In order to keep our proof simple, we assume that mes
sage transmission is instantaneous-this restriction can

be relaxed.

current node. By line

9 of

the al go rithm , this message

will be broadcast only once after the
has been completed.

In . Algorithm

I,

tB waiting period
•

the messages are not time-sorted.

However, the messages become time-sorted if we con
sider the broadcast time of a node as the message arrival
time (because of the delays enforced by the algorithm)

and by Theorem 1, Algorithm 1 gives the shortest path
within

O(n) broadcasts.

Notc that the performance of o ur al gorithm depends
on the granularity at which we can measure power. Let
the smallest measurement unit of the power consump
tion or the tolerab le measurement unit be

8.

Thc pa

rameter 'fJ, which can be chosen as the smallest time
unit a node can distinguish , is the waiting time that cor

Theorem 1 If the messages are time-sorted, then Algo

responds to the di stance s.

rithm 1 requires O(n) broadcasting messages (O(l)jor
each node).

gori thm

I

is proportional

The running time of Al

to 1/ s

and to the size of the

largest minimal power path. A large value for s resul ts
in a fast running time, but at the expense of precision.

Proof: Let the message value of a message be the dis

Say two messages that travel along p ath s with power

tance from the base station to the current node. Since

consumption of

the mcssages are time-sorted, the earliest message must

at the same node in an interval less than 'fJ. The node

carry the shortest distance from the base station to the

may not distinguish them because the time difference is

P

and

0-7695-1874-5/03 $17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE
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+

81

(where Sl

<

s) arrive
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•

too small. Therefore, the running time is dependent on
the precision of the required power consumption mea
surement.

A better running time, can be obtained by

Theorem 3 Algorithm 2 gives the minimal power con

allowing a low measurement precision, that is, a large

sumption route for each node.

unit power consumption TJ.

Proof:

Algorithm

2 summarizes our ideas for improving the

performance.
We assume the maximal minimal power consump
tion from the base station to any node in the net

P. Let's divide [0, P) into m slots, [0, P/m),
[P/ m,2P/m), ... [i P /m (i + l)P/m), ..., [em l)P/m, P). When a node receives a message with
value v, it first finds the ith slot such that iP/ m :::; v <
(i·1 l)P/m, waits till time ib, and then broadcasts the
work is

,

,

message to its neighbors . The running time of the al

gorithm (mb) is proportional to m and the parameter b,
which is the time interval corresponding to
We can choose

0

P/m.

to be large enough that any mes

sage traveling from the base station to any node in the
network along a minimal power path with total mes
sage processing time

E

< O. (That is, the sum of the

message processing time at each node on the minimal
power path is less than

b).

Theorem 2 For Algorithm

2, the number of messages

broadcast by each node is no greater than the maxi
mal number of paths from the base to a node with the
power consumption in the same slot as that of the mini
mal power path (that is, [iP/m, (i + l)P/m) in which
the minimal power consumption lies).

(i + 1 )6)

since we assume the total message handling time (in
cluding message buffering, queuing, and propagation)
is less than

t.

less than i .

There is no path with power consumption

�

to that node, so no message cannot be

broadcast before
Thus,

io by that node.

the message traveling along the minimal

power path will be broadcast at each node. Then each
node can look at the power consumption value carried
by the message and set the node who broadcast the mes

•

sage as its route.

4.2

A Distributed Max-Min algorithm

Minimal power path algorithm does not consider the
residual powers of nodes when compute the route. Al
though a packet is routed along the minimal power path,
some nodes on that path may be saturated very quickly.
An alternative is to use the nodes with high power and
avoid the nodes that are almost saturated, which leads
to the max-min path for packet routing.
The max-min path is defined as the route from
a node to the base on which the minimal resid
ual power of the nodes is maximized among all

Proof:
Consider a message arriving at node
uled to be broadcast in the slot

A and sched

lib, (i + 1)0).

I. The message traveling along thc minimal power
path arrives at A at some time point before io + t
since we assume the total message handling time
(including message buffering, queuing, and prop
agation) is less than

2.

The message traveling along the minimal power path
arrives at A at some time point before i6 + €( <

E.

the routes.

The

minimal

residual

power

of a

pee, d) is e
al, a2," ', ak
d, as
.
. n-lPa.-e(ai,ai+l) and the max-mm
mp(c,d) = mtni=l
Pa
value F(c,d) = maxall p(C,d)mp(C,d). If there may be
path

!

'

multiple routes with the same max-min residual power,
we can resolve ties arbitrarily.

Max-min paths can be found by using a modi
fied version of the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm.

A message traveling along a path with power no
less than (i + 1) .
will not be scheduled to be

Upon computing a new max-min value, each node

broadcast because the node stops broadcasting at

value according to the new incoming value, and broad

!(,

time

(i + 1)0.

The neighbors compute their max-min

cast the result only if the value is changed. The number

3. There is no path with power consumption less than
i . !(, to that node, so no message can be broadcast
before io by that node.

4. Thus, only the messages traveling along the paths
with power in the range of

broadcasts it.

[iP/m, (i + l)P/m)

can be scheduled to broadcast.

of message broadcasts can be as much as

O(n3)

as in

the case of distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm.
To reduce the message broadcasts, we employ the
same method as in Section 4.1 and add a variable wait
ing time on each node, which controls when the node
broadcasts. Algorithm 3 summarizes the resulting pro
tocol. We assume all the nodes are synchronized well,

0-7695-1874-5/03 $17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE
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so they can decide locally the global time. Thus, a
global clock is not needed to make this protocol work.
The max-min approximation, Algorithm 3 con
siders the maximal residual power fraction of all
nodes in the network Fmax split into m slots

([0, Fmax/m) , [Fmax/m,2Fmax/m), .. , , [iF max/m,
(i + l)Fmax/m),···, [(m - l)Fmax/m,F max).)
The m slots are mapped to consecutive t. long
time slots (81,82," . , Sm.) In 8i the algorithm will

find all the nodes whose max-min values are in slot
[(i - l)Frnax/m,iFmax/mJ. The nodes found in the
earlier slots have higher max-min values in the later
slots.
We assume that the base has the maximal max-min
value in the beginning of the algorithm. Thus, the base
initiates the algorithm in the first slot 81' Upon receiv
ing the max-min values from the neighbors, nodes up
date their max-min value. Nodes wait until the time slot
corresponding to the current max-min value, and then
broadcast the value to its neighbors. If the node receives
a new incoming value in some slot, say Si, and finds that
its max-min value should also be broadcast in this time
slot, the broadcast is immediate. Thus, the nodes with
max-min values in [(i - l)Fmax/m, iFmax/m) will be
found as the messages go around the whole network.
If all the nodes have synchronized clocks, this algo
rithm performs 0(1) message broadcasts for each node.
Otherwise, the base must initiate a synchronized broad
cast to all the nodes to start a new slot and the number
of broadcasts per node becomes O(m).
Since each node broadcasts at most m messages, the
running time of the algorithm is mli where li is the time
for each round, which is at most n times per message
handling time. Furthermore, we can prove the follow
ing result using induction.
Theorem 4 For each node, the algorithm gives a route

with the minimal residual power fraction F, such that
F and F m are in the same slot where F m is the max
min power fraction of the route from the base to that
m
node. Then we have iF - F i <; Fmax/m.
Proof: We use induction. In the first round, the maxi
mal max-min value is broadcast by the base node. Each
node that has the max-min value in the slot will broad
cast the message.
For any node B with max-min value FB' in slot i,
it is impossible for B to broadcast its value in slots be
fore i. That is, FB must be no greater than FB', the
actual max-min value of node B. This can be derived
by examining the computation of FB.

2003

Suppose each node who finishes broadcast has F
and F m in the same slot. For any node B whose
max"min value is in slot i, let A be the upstream
node on the max-min path from the base to B. If B
broadcasts its max-min value before A, then Bcan
determine A's slot. Otherwise, A must broadcast its
max-�n value before Band B will hear the max
min value of A. Thus, from the algorithm, we have
PA-e(A,B)
>
FBm PA
A
FB � min(FA, P -;�A ,B). From step (3), we know
m PA -e(A,B) and min(F PA -e(A, B) are in
min(FA,
A'
PA
PA
the same slot, so we know FB and FJ] are in the same
slot.
•
We can improve Algorithm 3 using binary search.

m
(see Algorithm 3) min(FA
,

=

The running time can be reduced to li log m, but the
number of total messages sent is n log m. The key idea
is to split the range [0, F max) in two, [0, Fmax/2) and
[Fmax/2,Fmax). In the first epoch, the algorithm tries
to find all the nodes whose max-min values are in the
higher half. In the second epoch, we split each range
into two halves to get four ranges. The algorithm finds
in parallel all the nodes whose max-min values are in
the higher half of each range, etc.
4.3

Distributed

max-min zpmin

We now derive the distributed version of the central
ized online ma x -min zPmin algorithm. Like in the
centralized case, our motivation is to define a routing
algorithm that optimizes the overall lifetime of the net
work by avoiding nodes of low power, while not using
too much total power. There is a tradeoff between min
imizing the total power consumption and maximizing
the minimal residual power of the network. We propose
to enhance a max-min path by limiting its total power
consumption.
Recall that the network is described as a graph in
which each vertex corresponds to a node in the network,
and only two nodes within the transmission ranges of
each other have an edge connecting them in the graph.
The power level of a node a is denoted as P(a), and
the power consumption to send a message unit to one
of its neighbors b is denoted as e(a, b). Let s(a) be the
power consumption for sending a unit message from a
to the base station along the least power consumption
path. Let r ( a) be the minimum residual power fraction
of the nodes on a's mmz path. Let f(a) be the power
consumption along the mmz path.
An mmz path has the following properties:

0-7695-1874-5/03 $17.00 (C) 2003
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1. it consists of two parts: the edge connecting
one of its neighbors and the

mmz

a

•

to

In the minimal power path part, incorporate the
max-min value in the waiting time.

path of that

neighbor;

2.

its total power consumption is less then or equal to

4.4

s(a); and

z·

3. among all those paths dcfincd by
max-min val ue of the

(I)

and

(2),

Experiments in simulation

We have implemented the distributed algorithms
the

mmz path is maximized.

More precisely, p(lL) the mmz path of node a, is:
(I) a simple path from a to the base station; (2) f(a) <
z . sea); and (3) pea)
(a, b) U pCb), where b is a's
neighbor such that for any other neighbor c rea)
a,c)
b)) > m in(r(c) ' P(a)-e(
min(r(b) , P(a)-e(a,
Pea)
P(a) ).

outlined in this section and compared the perfor
mance of the distributed

max-min zPmin

algorithm.

Furthermore, we compared this algorithm against a
Greedy-style distributed algorithm.

=

-

Theorem 5 There is one node

f(bj) ::; z . sea).

bj such as e(a, bj) +

Proof: Use induction. The case for base is obvious.
Let bj be the node on the shortest path from a to the

base. f(bj) ::; z· s(bj) and e(a, bj) + s(bj) = Sell). So
e(a, bj) + f(bj) ::; e(a, bj) + z· s(bj) ::; z· (e(a, bj) +
s(bj)) z· sea)
•
Note that sea) can be computed easily by using
sea) min {s(b) + e(a, b)} where b is a's neighbor.
The definition of the mmz path actually gives a con
structive method for computing incrementally the mmz
path by keepi ng track of s(node), r(node) , p(node) of
each node n, because the computation only depends on
these values at v's neighbors. Let n(node) be the next
node on the path p(norle). The resulting algorithm is

Figure 1, Search range in the greedy routing
In greedy routing implementation, nodes exchange

=

=

power information with their neighbors periodically.
When there is a message at A for destination D, A
finds the node B with the highest power level within
its transmission range, in a cone centered at A with an
gle (), which is bisected by line AD, and sends message
to B .
Figure

2

distributed

shows the performance comparison o f the

max-min zPmin

shown as Algorithm 4. In the algorithm, the base sta

tributed greedy algorithm.

tion initiates the route exploration by broadcasting its

min

route information

(s(base), r(base), and n(base) to its

neighbors). When a node's route information changes,
it broadcasts its updated information. This broadcast
triggers its neighbor nodes to check if their route infor
mation changes. Every time the route information of
a node changes the information is broadcast until the
In our distributed version of the Max-min zPmin al

O(n3)

max

zPmin outperforms a simple greedy algorithm

z, and for some values of z the dis
max-min zPmin doubles the performance.
More specifically, peak of the max-min zPmin algo
rithm is obtained when z=1.2, and the number of mes
sages sent is 26912. When z=2, the number message
sent is 18935. The distributed greedy algorithm sent

for all values of
tributed

14278 messages in total. The performance improve

system achieves equilibrium.
gorithm, we expect

algorithm and the dis

We conclude that

messages broadcast totally

ment is 88.4% in the best case when

z=1.2 and 32.61 %

in the worst case.
We are currently collecting empirical data on the

in the worst case.
It is possible to improve the number of message
broadcasts by using timing variables to suppress some

tradeoffs between the various parameters we introduced
to describe our algorithms.

of the messages. Two specific approaches are
•

In the max-min part, let the message carry the to

5

Conclusion

tal power consumption on the path, and use the
power consumption to decide if the max-min value
should be acccpted.

We have described several localized distributed al
gorithms for power-aware routing of messages in large
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nificant performance improvement on the network life
time relative to a simple distributed greedy-style algo
rithm. Much more evaluation needs to be fully under

2.5

·1�
i

� 1.5

l'

�
� ,
"

stand the applicability of distributed max-min

2

which are focused on parameter tradeoffs in these algo

.

rithms.
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Algorithm 3 Distributed Max-min Approximation.
The input is a network in which each node can deter
min e its location and its power level. The output is a

routing table at each node. The parameters are: PA, the
total power consumption of the opti mal path found so

far from

A

to the base node;

erA, B),

the power con

sumption of sending one message from A to B directly;
and 6, the unit time corresponding to each power slot
(P/m) used to transform the power level into waiting
time.
1: Handshaking among neighbors: each node broad
casts its id, its position, and its current power level
2:

Each node B does the following for i

3:

2"" ,1,0. i?B = 0
The base node ini ti ates the search and broadcasts
the maximal max-min value

4:

if Node B receive a message
neighbor

5:

A then

=

(A, PA , i?A)

According to the power level of
distance

between A

max(FB,min(FA,

7:

if i?B == min(FA ,
HJ3
A

8:

end if

6:

m -1, m-

A

and B, compute

PA-;�A,B)))

from its

and the

i?B

=

PA-e(A,B))
then

PA

=

10:

12:

if

(i +

The pa

P!:.in' the minimal power consumption for

node B to send a message to the base; pB, the power
consumpti on of the path discovered so far from the
node to the base; pB, node B's current power level ;

i?B, the maximal min residual power level of the found
rout e to base from

node B;

B

and H : the next node on

B's found route.

1: Find the minimal power consumption path for each
node

2: The base node 0 initiates the route discovery
3: pO
O;i?o
oo;Ho = 0
4: Node 0 sends route discovery request to its neigh
=

=

bors

5: Each node

B receives
A I, A2,'" , A k

message from its neighbors

6: It waits for time 6, then compute: pB
min(pAl +e(B, AI), pA2 +e(B,A2),'" ,pAk +

e(B,A",))
that

pA.

Find all the neighboring nodes such

+

e(B,Ai)

<=

zP::!;n

Among all

(PB - e(B, Ak))/ PD) Let the node be
HB and the min value be i?B

min(i?Ak'

l)F'max/m > FB � ii?7nax/m then

the max-min value of

rameters are

those found neighbors, find the node with max imal

9: end if
II:

Algorithm 4 Distributed max-min zPmin.

B is found
)
B broadcasts the message (B, PB, i?B ' the next
node in the routing table is A, stop

B
7: Broadcast the p and i? t o its neighbors
B
8: Repeat 3, 4 until the routing table gels to equilib
rium

13: end if
14:

Aftertime,), i=i-l; go to 5
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